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Right to Education: Education as a Human Right
KUNJ BHAGAT1

ABSTRACT
In the gift age of economic process and technological developments, the overriding
requirement for endurance within the society is “education” because it creates hope and
plays a vital role within the method of the growth of personalities. The importance of
education can't be denied in one’s life. It sustains the human values that contribute to the
individual and collective well-being. It forms the idea for long learning and evokes
confidence to face challenges. It provides the talents for people to become additional
independent and alert to the proper opportunities. It additionally enhances the power of
people to act passed through and additional well-read voters. The education is that the key
that permits individuals to manoeuvre up within the world, ask for higher jobs, and
ultimately achieve their lives. So, education is incredibly vital, and none ought to be empty
it. By analysing this writing, we will without delay comprehend, why education and
“RIGHT TO EDUCATION” is very important and required. This paper additionally
throws light-weight on the RTE act throughout COVID-19.
Keywords: Right to Education (RTE) Act, technological era (Digital learning), COVID19.

I. INTRODUCTION
Life isn't simply associate degree animate or vegetative existence however it's a state of aware
being. it's supported with a valuable bundle of right to create it doable and purposeful.
attributable to this reality, the proper to live cannot mean solely a right to animate existence
however it includes all those rights that area unit necessary to create a life worthy. Of all such
rights, the foremost important is “right to education”. militant had justly expressed that
Education is that the passport to the longer term, for tomorrow belongs to people who steel
oneself for it nowadays.
RIGHT TO EDUCATION: The proper of youngsters to free and required education act or RIGHT
TO EDUCATION (RTE) Act, is that the act of the parliament of India enacted on 4 august
2009, that describes the modalities of the importance of free and required education for
youngsters between half dozen and fourteen in India underneath Article 21A of the Indian
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constitution. India became one in all 135 countries to create education a ‘fundamental right’
2

of each kid once the Act came into force on 1 April 2010. The Act makes education a

fundamental right of each kid between the ages of 6-14 and specifies minimum norms in
elementary schools. It needs all private schools to reserve 25% of seats to kids (to be
reimbursed by the state as a part of the public-private partnership plan). Children area unit
admitted to non-public colleges supported economic standing or caste-based reservations. It
conjointly prohibits all unrecognised schools from observing and makes provisions for no
donation or tax fees and no interview of the kid or parent for admission. “The Act also provides
that no child shall be held back, expelled, or required to pass a board examination until the
completion of elementary education”3. Education within the Indian constitution could be a cooccurring issue and each centre and states will ordain on the problem. The Act lays down
specific responsibilities for the centre, state and native bodies for its implementation. Education
within the Indian constitution could be a co-occurring issue and each centre and states will
ordain on the problem. The Act lays down specific responsibilities for the centre, state and
native bodies for its implementation. Today, education is probably the foremost vital operate
of the govt. it's needed within the performance of our most simple responsibilities. nowadays
it's the principal instrument in rousing the kid to cultural values, in making ready him for later
skilled coaching and serving to him to regulate properly within the atmosphere. Since societies
have grownup additional advanced currently, the state should itself take all positive measures
necessary for providing the education to the voters.

II. IMPACT OF RIGHT TO EDUCATION:
GIRLS EDUCATION: Bridging the gender and social gaps in elementary education are one
amongst the elemental goals. The Indian government has expressed a robust commitment
towards education to all or any. The low rates of feminine attainment not solely damage
women’s lives however additionally the country’s economy yet. Since governments have
realized this, they need to developed several schemes to educate the females of the country.
There are programs and policies to see negative teacher attitudes, biases within the curriculum,
lack of feminine lecturers and inadequate hygiene and sanitation conditions in schools. By
equity, we tend to mean equal rights that are justifiable. It's seen that there are cultural and
social practices that result in stereotyping roles and responsibilities of women. It's requiring
that lecturers and oldsters be hypersensitive to handle gender-related variations. It's typically
ascertained that in school rooms, wherever both boys and girls are present, the lecturers tend
2
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to grant a lot of attention to boys. Girls are seen sitting passively. This affects a student’s
participation in classrooms. Bound unuttered rules are born in such classrooms and carried with
young minds throughout their life. Beneath the Right to Education Act (RTE), the govt
provides Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV). The Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya
theme is merged with Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan within the XIth plan with the result from 1st April
2007. KGBV may be a theme launched in July 2004, for fitting residential schools at higher
primary level for girl’s happiness preponderantly to the Scheduled Caste (SC), Schedule Tribe
(ST), Other Backward Classes (OBC) and minority communities. The theme is being enforced
in educationally backward blocks of the country wherever the feminine rural attainment is
below the national average and gender gap in attainment is higher than the national average.
The theme provides for a minimum reservation of 75% of the seats for girl’s happiness to SC,
ST, OBC or minority communities and priority for the remaining 25%, is accorded to girls
from families below the personal income. The target of KGBV is to make sure access and
quality education to the women of underprivileged teams of society by fitting residential
schools with boarding facilities at the elementary level. The most aim of this programme/ theme
is to thought the backward girls in the class, to extend the standard education of women to
make girl’s friendly surroundings in schools, and to make awareness among the community
members for girl’s education. Besides studies, vocational education is provided to the residents
of KGBV so that when completion of the education within the school they will be selfdependent. For the sleek functioning of KGBV, there's a desire to create the capability of the
scholars and workers. Schools from completely different subjects are concerned about coach
workers members in capability building. Girls are hypersensitive on social problems and
therefore the challenges they may face later in life. At KGBVs, girls are engaged in numerous
arts and crafts activities from basket creating, weaving, pottery, ceramic work, embroidery,
crochet, etc. Through the learning of these fascinating things, they become practised. Interested
girls are given employment and items of coaching in sport, tennis, etc. too. They are
additionally engaged in different recreational activities like folks’ games, sports, essay and
story writing, puppet creating, rangoli creating, mehndi, painting, school creating, dance and
drama, etc. Monthly parent-teacher conferences are organized wherever parents are advised
regarding the varsity resources, regarding the activities command within the school and
progress of their ward. They are additionally asked to grant their views and suggestions. The
scholars of KGBVs are given all due entitlements on time like books, uniforms, bags, etc. and
a few cash for his or her personal use. Sensible thoughts and ethical values are tutored to girls
to form them grow as a more robust soul. The KGBVs have been able to provide not only solely
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education, food and lodging, letter paper and toiletries, however even have opened a good
vantage for the women happiness to marginalized sections of the society. The coaching and
education received at KGBVs change them to be freelance and powerful enough to require
their choices in life. The RTE Act tries to bridge the gap between boys and girls on the social
and cultural level. The implementation of RTE encompasses a positive impact on people.
SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE: An infrastructure is a very important tool for facilitating quality
education within the education system. Realizing the importance of infrastructure, both the
central and state government have undertaken many schemes to boost the physical
infrastructure of government schools. Per the Right to Education Act (RTE) 2009, each school
ought to have an all indicator schoolroom, teacher, toilets for boys and girls, safe and adequate
drinking water, a playground, a kitchen for the mid-day-meal, boundary wall, electricity and
laptop. These area units the essential minimum facilities that a faculty ought to have. Sarva
Siksha Abhiyan (SSA) is one among the flagship programs of Government of India, that has
been enforced to realize universal education of satisfactory quality with a spotlight on
education for life. The programme supports “infrastructure development, just like the
construction of recent faculty buildings and school rooms, toilets, drinking water facility, free
offer of school uniforms for girls and provide of textbooks”. 4Sarva Siksha Abhiyan has
emphasised enrolment and attendance (through the mid-day meal scheme). Provision of
infrastructure not solely improves the number however additionally helps in enhancing quality.
Quantity and quality combined will enrich the human resource of a nation.

III. RIGHT TO EDUCATION IN VIEW OF GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS:
It follows from the higher than discussions that the potential approach goes well with the
concept of education as an individual's right; as a result of education is, therefore, vital for
developing human capabilities, every child should have a right to a good education. The
potential and rights-based approaches once applied to an educational setting would have huge
policy implications for the ideas and practices related to the sphere of education. Section 12 of
the RTE has created a provision for quota or reservation of a minimum of 25% seats within the
entry-level category for economically weaker and underprivileged groups in private
government unaided schools. The fees for these children are reimbursed by the government.
The amount will be equal to the fees per child in state-schools or the fee within the
corresponding private school, whichever is lower. Moreover, the private-aided schools also
will need to admit children supported the proportion of aid however the eligibility criteria for
4
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a similar has not been Triticum spelt out. However, thanks to lack of perspicacity and
preciseness in the process the beneficiaries, there square measure many implementation
bottlenecks related to this provision of quotas within the RTE. Primary education must be
formed by the collective, democratic public imagination and solutions. Establishments could
also be inspired for planning infrastructural facilities in areas having the deficiency of such
facilities thereby creating the educational activity additional engaging and fascinating in close
to future. A little step within the direction might bring home the bacon Brobdingnagian
development in future.

IV. RIGHT TO EDUCATION AND GENDER EQUALITY:
Gender may be a social construct, not a biological one, and discrimination on this basis is
consequently troublesome to assess and address. Achieving gender parity (equal numbers of
boys and girls) in class is simply one step towards gender equality in and thru education.
Whereas parity may be a quantitative conception, equality may be a qualitative one. Equally,
quality is the heart of equity. Access and quality should be self-addressed along collectively.
By equity, we tend to mean equal rights that square measure excusable. It is seen that their
square measure cultural and social practices that cause stereotyping roles and responsibilities
of women. Discussion of the social and cultural barriers to girl’s education brings us to the
difficulty of women’s standing and their access to intellectual resources. The matter of girl’s
education must be within the overall scenario of girls in our society. The Indian government
has expressed a powerful commitment towards education to all or any. However, the Republic
of India still has one in every of the bottom feminine accomplishment rates. Since governments
have realised this, they need to be developed several schemes to teach the females of the
country. These, in turn, cause transfer an inclined role-play in genders. It is needed that teachers
and parents be supersensitised to handle gender-related variations. It is typically determined
that in classrooms, where both girls and boys are present. It is typically seen that language
reinforces gender stereotypes in most places. Problems with quality and equity square measure
inextricably joined. Education processes to be transformative in terms of making ready students
question existing gender relations and notions of masculinities and being feminine. Therefore,
an essential aspect of promoting gender equality is that the empowerment of women, with a
spotlight on characteristic and redressing power imbalances and giving women additional
autonomy to manage their own lives. Education is one such tool that empowers them.

V. CHALLENGES AND IMPLICATION OF RIGHT TO EDUCATION:
The education situation in India has been up in terms of a lot of enrolments and higher
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attainment levels over time, therefore narrowing several the disparities facing the deprived and
so far, excluded social teams, girls, and remote habitations and locations. With the proper of
children to Right to Education (RTE) Act, the determination and resolve of the government to
entitle each kid to pedagogy has been reiterated.
Yet, the roadmap began for RTE can't be met solely with monetary and physical inputs. It needs
addressing some structural issues while not that the move towards quality education for all
children might stay tough. The influence of education inside the social sector is that the most
widespread with implications for all kinds of human development outcomes.
The demographic modification witnessed in India is bit by bit moving from a bottom-heavy
population to an economy that's middle-heavy. A high proportion of India’s population remains
young (with the proportion of youngsters underneath eighteen years being nearly forty per cent
of the population) and can still be thus shortly. Retention in-class education along with efforts
to enhance the standard and effectiveness of education may be a vital issue for the demographic
advantage being translated into returns—economic, social, and political.
While the problems of concern for education area unit presently one among access, equity,
inclusion, and quality, instruction in India has been within the limelight for problems with
funding, management, answerableness, and regulation. The present debates of privatization and
public-private partnerships raise these problems for they need implications for the standard and
ethics of education. To some extent, these issues area unit relevant conjointly for elementary
schooling.
With the passing of the Right to Education Act (RTE) in 2009, a legal obligation to make sure
elementary education to any or all children within the people 6–14 years is cast together on the
central and state governments. This marking the movement of India towards adopting a rightsbased framework within the sphere of universal elementary education. This legislation implies
that every child has a right to full-time elementary education of satisfactory and equitable
quality in an exceedingly formal school as specified by set norms and standards.
The RTE Act aims to deal with the uninterrupted issues that forestall universal and effective
coverage of education in India. Among these area unit shortfalls in universal retention, reaching
the unapproachable, and most tough to succeed in sections and addressing the standard issues.
RTE has become a basic right of every child, therefore, (the kindergarten) (the youngsters) and
(the mature ones). United Nations agency area unit out of schools and area unit child labours
ought to be brought back to varsities.
The government has instituted many schemes and incentive measures to encourage universal
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cover of at least elementary education, but also beyond for completing schooling: mid-day
meals and the pre-schooling element of the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) are
the two schemes which have been universal in their spread and outreach. Other schemes include
free distribution of textbooks and uniforms, student scholarships, and so on.
However, given the very fact that solely a little proportion still manages to succeed in the upper
stages of education, the priority is to make sure that every child attains schooling a minimum
of up to the elementary stages. The pursuit to make sure equity, inclusion, and quality needs
the essential education levels to enhance and become universal.
While the number of literates is increasing even among women and socially backward sections,
what is of pertinence is educational attainment in terms of years of schooling or the level of
education for its impact on the economy or gains in terms of returns to education.
Near universal coverage within the primary stages has been achieved, though challenges stay
in higher primary education forward achieve the goals of universal entry and retention. The
enhancements area unit mirrored in higher acquisition rates among Indians, and a lot of among
girls and therefore the different deprived social teams, together with Muslims among the
minorities.

VI. RIGHT TO EDUCATION IN THE ERA OF DIGITAL LEARNING:
Over an amount, several changes have occurred in numerous sectors of the economy as well
as the education system. Education sector not like the other sector has seen several stages in its
evolution. From the Guru-Shishya system of conducting the category in an open garden
beneath the trees to closed schoolroom lectures, presentation sort of teaching with the help of
a digital display touch-screen projector to on-line notes.
If we tend to square measure to analyse this current trend within the sort of teaching, we tend
to should perceive that times amendment and one should be responsive and adoptive toward
these changes, so it will guarantee survival within the long run. Today, with technology leap
ahead with smartphones and tablets creating solely a look however additionally changing into
a success, particularly among the younger generations.
Digital India, the dream of the Government of India, is nothing but the inclusion of information
and communication technology (ICT) to turn India into the digitization of knowledge to
achieve knowledge economy. Successful integration of ICT in learning, i.e. digital learning or
e-learning, is the most essential requirement now to accomplish Digital India.
In the current era, technology has entered and affected each walk of life. During this era of
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technological up-gradation, the medical aid has revolutionised and affected nearly everything
from minute very little things too complicated things at workplaces. It is remodelling the
manner folks access info, use and communicate with one another. It is created the educational
method simply to a giant extent. With the assistance of latest gadgets, folks learn, learn and
unlearn.
The world has become smaller with the availability of internet and digitalization. it has given
way for the revolution in the education sector as well where traditional learning has been taken
over by modern ways of digital learning by way of various ICT tools, e-learning etc. The
traditional classrooms have been replaced by smart classrooms with the latest technologyenabled devices.
Digital learning is an educational practise that effectively uses technology to strengthen a
student’s learning expertise. It entails high-quality instruction, at identical time permits
students to access content through shows and assessments. Feedback is additionally one
amongst the weather, adore schoolroom teaching. Digital learning’s prime profit is that it offers
opportunities to uncounted learners to be told anytime and anyplace.
The Indian education system has not been left untouched by the waves of technological
transformation. India being a young nation, is very vulnerable to such changes and is a quick
adaptor to the latest forms of technology.

VII. RIGHT TO EDUCATION IN COVID-19 PHASE:
The coronavirus pandemic and thus the making certain imprisonment have forced colleges and
schools across the country to temporary shut and this new move had created a colossal gap
inside the education bodies and despite the central and authorities doing there their best to
support for e-learning and online education. The economically marginalized are the worst hit
because of this pandemic. However, this doesn't mean that youngsters happiness to alternative
sections area unit safely ensconced. It is sarcasm that within the country wherever only a few
youngsters in associate in nursing urban village manage to own an everyday net affiliation and
electronic devices like laptops and smartphones, we tend to still read education through the
veneer of online classes in the period of lockdown.

VIII. CONCLUSION:
Education imparts information and skills. It shapes values and angle therefore play an
important role within the progress of civil society. It is through our discussion that we tend to
observe the aptitude and right primarily based approaches once applies to an academic setting
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will have vast policy implications for the concepts and practices related to the sphere of
education. For the proper to education to become ‘real’, far more work is needed to reframe
the present provisions to permit for diversity, distinction and exclusion to be mirrored within
the understanding of ‘universal education’. Vigilance against the imposition of narrowly
framed conceptions of education will solely be maintained and strengthened through the gap
of areas for voters significantly, those that square measure outside the education system, to
specific their views and views of nature and form that education ought to fancy realise their
fullest aspirations and freedoms.
*****
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